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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces PLM Road Map 2016 for the High Tech & Medical Device Communities 
13 January 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM consulting and research firm announces that its annual PLM 
Road Map™ for the High Tech & Medical Device Communities conference will take place on May 24, 
2016. The event will be held at The Biltmore Hotel and Suites, Santa Clara, California, located in the 
heart of Silicon Valley. Now in their twenty-third year, PLM Road Map conferences bring together 
leading industry experts from CIMdata, key industry players, and front-line implementation experts to 
explore end users’ progress, opportunities, and road blocks.  
Having listened to the needs of industrial users and the preferences of solution providers alike, PLM 
Road Map 2016 for the High Tech & Medical Device Communities will continue CIMdata’s focus on 
presenting a series of right-sized, one-day, content-rich, and industry focused conferences. The theme 
for this event is “Innovation and Structure—Where Processes and Tools Collide.”  
The high technology and medical device industries are cyclical in nature, having extremely short 
development cycles, and highly complex, integrated, and collaborative supply chain models. 
Additionally, these companies tend to have multiple technical disciplines and tools. Regulation and 
compliance issues come into play with increasingly complex restrictions that must be efficiently and 
accurately addressed. 
Presentations at this event will explore these challenges and others including: impacts that often result in 
design delays and subpar product innovation when innovation must accelerate in this increasingly 
complex environment, and how PLM can and should play a key role in enabling innovation while 
enforcing process discipline and structure. 
According to Ms. Laila Hirr, CIMdata’s Practice Manager for High Technology, “2015 turned out to be 
a revitalization of innovation as business offerings were redefined based upon leveraging electronics and 
the Internet of Things. Increasingly, multidisciplinary perspectives are reshaping our understanding of 
what defines products. The challenge ahead is how to make increasingly complex offerings sustainable.” 
Commenting on the upcoming PLM Road Map for the High Tech & Medical Device Communities 
conference, Ms. Hirr added, “We have an exciting line up of medical device and high technology 
innovation leaders who are eager to share their experiences and I strongly encourage you to join us in 
Santa Clara in May." 
Central to the mission of PLM Road Map is encouraging the continuous collaboration and synergistic 
innovation between all members of the PLM community–including industrial users, subject matter 
experts, software providers, consulting services firms, industrial and academic institutes, system 
integrators, and market analysts–all partners in realizing the vision and value of PLM, especially in the 
emerging, more sustainable, circular economy.  
To support this collaborative mission, CIMdata is making a limited number of conference sponsorship 
opportunities available to PLM software and service providers.    
For more information on PLM Road Map 2016 for the High Tech & Medical Device Communities or to 
sponsor at this event visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-htm 
or contact Cheryl Peck at c.peck@CIMdata.com. 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2016-plmrm-htm
mailto:c.peck@cimdata.com?subject=PLMRM%202012
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Acquisitions 
Hexagon Acquires SCCS, a Leading Supplier of Leica Geosystems Surveying Equipment in the UK 
14 January 2016 

Hexagon AB today announced the acquisition of Paul MacArthur Limited (“SCCS”) – one of the UK’s 
leading suppliers of surveying equipment to the engineering and infrastructure market and a Leica 
Geosystems distributor for over 20 years. 

Headquartered in Cambridge, UK, SCCS provides surveying solutions across the country, offering 
customers rent, purchase and service options. Through its strong customer relations, service capabilities 
and business processes, SCCS has become a trusted and reputable partner in the sector, helping some of 
the UK’s major providers deliver on complex and challenging road, rail and construction projects. 

As the UK continues to fund major infrastructure projects with more stringent processes related to 
Building Information Modelling (BIM), collaboration between the construction and software sectors 
becomes increasingly vital. SCCS’s local market expertise and relationships coupled with Hexagon’s 
digital technologies that enable new, data-enabled ways of working will strengthen adoption of 
Hexagon’s solutions in this area. 

“Adding SCCS to our direct sales footprint enables us to better capitalise on the growing opportunities 
in the UK, as well as offers SCCS customers opportunities to adopt new technologies from Hexagon’s 
extensive portfolio,” says Ola Rollén, Hexagon President and CEO. “Additionally, not only does this 
acquisition bring us closer to our customers in the region but also provides a wealth of knowledge and 
expertise in the area of equipment rental, accelerating our ability to serve the evolving needs of our 
global customer base.” 
SCCS will be fully consolidated as of today. Excluding intercompany revenue, the company’s turnover 
for 2015 amounted to approximately 12 MEUR. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Says Kepware Acquisition Completed 
12 January 2016 

PTC announced it has completed its acquisition of Kepware, a software development company that 
provides communications connectivity to industrial automation environments. The acquisition enhances 
PTC’s portfolio of Internet of Things (IoT) technology, and accelerates the company’s entry into the 
factory setting and Industrial IoT (IIoT). 

Kepware’s KEPServerEX® communications platform will become a strategic component of the PTC 
ThingWorx® IoT technology platform. Once the companies’ products are integrated, machine data can 
be aggregated into the PTC ThingWorx platform, integrated with a wide array of internal and external 
information, and then automatically analyzed using ThingWorx machine learning capabilities. The 
integration will allow organizations to gain enterprise-wide insight and to proactively optimize mission-
critical processes – enabling them to improve operational performance, quality, and time to market. 
“With Kepware, PTC will be able to accelerate its delivery of world-class solutions to industrial 
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environments, and help manufacturers, infrastructure operators, and others realize the enormous 
potential of the Industrial Internet of Things,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. “We 
welcome and look forward to working closely with our Kepware employees, customers, and partners.” 
“Heterogeneous industrial connectivity will be one of the big challenges for creating a truly connected 
and digital factory. By enabling customers to combine external data inputs with industrial controls 
through the integration of Kepware with PTC ThingWorx, PTC is extending its leadership in evolving 
the on-demand economy,” said Hyoun Park, Chief Research Officer, Blue Hill Research. 
Over the past 12 months, privately-held Kepware generated approximately $20 million in revenue. PTC 
drew on its credit facility to finance this transaction. PTC expects Kepware to be neutral to its FY’16 
non-GAAP EPS, and will provide additional financial guidance related to the acquisition on its fiscal 
Q1’16 earnings call, scheduled for Wednesday, January 20, at 5:00 pm Eastern Time. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute and Autodesk Announce Winners of Fall 2015 
Product Design Challenge 
13 January 2016 

A panel of industry experts have selected winners for the second Cradle to Cradle Product Design 
Challenge. The winning submissions celebrate Cradle to Cradle® design for the circular economy and 
highlight safe materials that can be perpetually cycled and are designed with thoughtful use and reuse 
scenarios. 

Presented by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute and Autodesk, a world leader in 3D 
design software, the bi-annual event recognizes emerging designers for participation in the design-led 
revolution toward a circular economy. Designers are required to take the free 2-hour, online course 
"Designing Cradle to Cradle Certified Products for the Circular Economy" to participate in the 
challenge. The course was made possible by Alcoa Foundation and developed in collaboration with 
Autodesk. The Foundation’s focus areas include finding solutions to improve the environment through 
sustainable design, making Alcoa Foundation a valuable partner for the course in providing practical 
instruction for product designers as they thoughtfully consider Cradle to Cradle design principles to 
move toward a circular economy. 
“The Design Challenge is a powerful demonstration of designing with intention to ensure materials in 
manufactured products retain their value and can be perpetually upcycled,” said Institute Interim 
President Lewis Perkins. “This year’s winners each exemplify the quest for material health and reuse, 
and they have brought us one step closer to the goal of a circular market standard.” 
The design challenge winners are recognized in four categories: Best Student Project, Best Professional 
Project, Best Use of Aluminum, and Best Use of Autodesk Fusion 360. Winners have been awarded a 
US$2,000 cash prize for their ingenuity. 
 

Best Student Project: Gabriella Jacobsen, a student at Virginia Tech, designed the Onward Bag to 
address the issue of plastic bags being a major pollutant in oceans and waterways. It is made from 60-70 
recycled plastic bags, a yard of organic cotton canvas, canvas thread, and biodegradable dye. The 

http://www.c2ccertified.org/education/design-for-the-circular-economy
http://www.c2ccertified.org/education/design-for-the-circular-economy
http://www.autodesk.com/
http://www.alcoa.com/global/en/community/foundation/info_page/home.asp
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product is designed to be capable of reducing overall plastic waste and reducing carbon dioxide 
emissions by taking advantage of the embodied energy in the already processed plastic bags.  
 
Best Professional Project: Barent Roth, a designer and educator, is recognized for his BikeShare Helmet, 
a simple unisex style bike helmet designed specifically to integrate with the growing bike share 
community. The BikeShare Helmet uses a recycled aluminum foam shell and a sustainably grown cork 
liner to provide maximum protection with minimal bulk and weight while ensuring all materials are 
either recycled or composted.  
 

Best Use of Autodesk Fusion 360: The Engineers for a Sustainable World Rochester Institute of 
Technology (RIT) Chapter developed a recyclable broom with a bristle head made of highly 
biodegradable material that can be replaced independently of the broom’s other components. With the 
functionality of three brooms, but with the material and monetary costs of one, the broom they named 
“Sweeping the Nation with Change” provides significant environmental and economic benefits. The 
entire model was assembled using Fusion 360 and allowed the team to compare and conserve materials 
through the animation feature, promoting a Cradle to Cradle approach to design.  
 
Best Use of Aluminum: Michiel Meurs and his team designed the AtoB Seat, a seat for public transport 
made from recycled aluminum, recycled PET, and formaldehyde free bamboo plywood. At end of use, 
the AtoB Seat can be reclaimed by the manufacturer to determine which parts will be reused or recycled. 
It offers a sustainable solution for seating in public transportation infrastructure by allowing for easy 
cleaning, maintenance, disassembly, and recyclability.Unique to this challenge, the newly added 
category of Best Use of Aluminum recognizes the ultimate value of using aluminum in the product 
design cycle and aims to award such designers who optimize its use. Aluminum can be 100% recycled 
and used over and over again with no loss in quality. The process for extraction also requires fewer 
resources to recycle aluminum from aluminum over aluminum from ore. Meurs says by utilizing 
recycled aluminum material, almost 95% less energy is required than by producing new material and the 
AtoB Seat could subsequently reduce the amount of waste in the industry. 
 

‘We’re thrilled to support a certification program and design challenge that motivates the next 
generation of designers to incorporate sustainable practices,” said Alice Truscott, Program Manager, 
Alcoa Foundation. “The new Best Use of Aluminum category is such an important addition to the 
program, and we congratulate the winner, Michiel Meurs. All of the creative ways in which the infinite 
recyclability of aluminum is featured in these innovative designs have been inspiring.” 
The design challenge attracted participants from 18 countries, including India, Canada, Portugal, the 
Netherlands, and the United States. Product entries were from diverse sectors, including the built 
environment, packaging, retail furniture, consumer goods, and more. Of the entries submitted, 32 
percent utilized Autodesk Fusion 360, an integrated 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD)/Computer-
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) tool for product development that powers industrial design, mechanical 
engineering, and manufacturing with cloud-based collaboration. 

"Designing for a world facing finite resources and a growing population requires enterprising and 
intrepid designers, and it's exciting to see these young designers rise to the challenge," said Lynelle 
Cameron, senior director, Autodesk sustainability and foundation. "We congratulate them on creating 

http://fusion360.autodesk.com/about
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bold new approaches to how we design and make things. The latest C2C challenge presented creative 
yet practical solutions to the planet's resource scarcity and provided inspiration for what the future 
holds." 
Awarded for Best Use of the Autodesk Fusion 360, the Engineers for a Sustainable World RIT Chapter 
will also receive one full pass to Autodesk University and a $1,000 travel stipend, in addition to the 
cash prize. 
The submissions were reviewed through three rounds of judging, which singled out 11 finalists who 
were then evaluated by industry experts, including Mike Alcazaren, Application Engineer at Autodesk; 
Sunand Bhattacharya, Global Education Strategist at Autodesk; Rie Norregaard, Creative Director, 
Brand Strategy at nanit; and Hasso Weiland, Technical Fellow, Breakthrough Technologies at Alcoa. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMA Design Automation Announces Unprecedented OrCAD Offer for Innovators 
13 January 2016 

EMA Design Automation® (ema-eda.com), a full-service provider of Electronic Design Automation 
(EDA) solutions, today announced a North American promotion aimed at IoT, Maker and other 
innovators to realize their creativity with industry proven Cadence® OrCAD® Capture technology. 
“OrCAD Capture is the de-facto industry standard schematic capture product in the business,” said 
Manny Marcano, President and CEO of EMA Design Automation. “In today’s economy there are many 
innovators in large and small companies that want to bring their ideas to life as products, but might not 
have the budget for the best tools and are forced to use mediocre tools because of the cost. We want to 
fix this situation.” 
Typically, throughout the EDA industry, the initial purchase of any product includes software cost and a 
one-year maintenance cost. To address the needs of the innovator, EMA is offering Cadence OrCAD 
Capture for only the cost of maintenance. 
Many startups and companies with reduced budgets are forced to use tools that do not enable their future 
needs. When the innovator’s needs surpass the tool capabilities, like not being supported by a 
component vendor for a reference design, or failing to grow with the company’s increasing technology 
needs, the cost of ownership skyrockets as the tools impact user productivity. When designers start with 
OrCAD Capture, they do not experience these problems. OrCAD with Allegro® technology provides 
the only fully scalable PCB design solution and is used by companies of all sizes creating designs of all 
complexities. 

Along with access to the industry leading OrCAD Capture software this offer provides additional service 
and support benefits that are not available with traditional free / low-cost options. This helps innovators 
rest assured that when deadlines are looming or they need assistance, the PCB design experts at EMA 
will be available to provide support and answer questions quickly. 

Benefits Include: 

• Product updates and bug fixes for a year 

• Live phone support by EMA’s technical team 

• Access to the EMA resource center 

http://au.autodesk.com/
http://www.ema-eda.com/
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• Access to Cadence online support 
Although the OrCAD Capture software comes with an extensive library covering a wide variety of 
components, this promotion also includes a three-month license of OrCAD Library Builder. This lets an 
innovator quickly create symbols, footprints, and 3D models for numerous part types. Also, to help new 
users get started, this promotion includes tutorials and a self-paced training course complete with lessons 
and exercises that lead the new user through the software to get them proficient with OrCAD Capture 
quickly. A package containing all of this would normally cost $3,018, the innovator just has to pay the 
maintenance fee of $390, for this limited time offer. 
“At the end of the maintenance period customers can choose whether to pay for another year of 
maintenance. Whether they do or not, the software is theirs,” added Marcano. “We find that the vast 
majority of OrCAD customers choose maintenance each year so they can benefit from product updates 
and support. We are very proud of the fact that the customer satisfaction for EMA support is extremely 
high.” 
To learn more about this unprecedented offer, go to http://go.ema-eda.com/Capture-Offeror call 
800.813.7494.     
EMA Design Automation is a trailblazer in product development solutions offering a complete range of 
EDA tools, product lifecycle management systems, services, training, and technical support. EMA is a 
Cadence® Channel Partner serving all of North America. EMA manufactures TimingDesigner®, 
CircuitSpace®, and a host of custom solutions to enhance the OrCAD products, and all are distributed 
through a worldwide network of value added resellers. EMA is a privately held corporation 
headquartered in Rochester, New York. Visit EMA at ema-eda.com for more information. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC Launches New Web Site and Customer Experience Center To Showcase Enhanced Technology 
and Services 
12 January 2016 

EMC is launching its new web site today – EMCConnected.com, in addition to unveiling its Customer 
Experience Center to showcase new technology, products and services online and on site. 
EMC is redefining the most advanced edge of connectivity and content delivery at sea, on land and in 
the air. EMCConnected.com delivers access to the industry's most powerful and tailored solutions that 
enable these remote communications services – digital media, systems integration and equipment – for 
customers in eight vertical markets. 
In addition to this enhanced online presence, customers and partners can now view live, in-person 
demos of EMC technology solutions at the company's Miramar, Fla. headquarters. The new EMC 
Customer Experience Center demonstrates the industry's most advanced hybrid satellite and terrestrial 
network. Customers can experience the latest digital media solutions for remote locations, including 
SpeedNet®, the highest-speed Internet available on VSAT (very small aperture terminals). They also 
can experience live TV at sea and video conferencing in the world's furthest reaches. Finally, the Center 
showcases EMC systems integration, equipment and expertise. 
"We are excited to showcase the capabilities of the world's most robust global broadband network 
delivering purpose-built, patented and extremely reliable connectivity and content for even the most 
demanding and remote customers," said Nicole Aguillard, vice president of marketing, EMC. 

http://go.ema-eda.com/Capture-Offer
http://www.ema-eda.com/
http://www.emcconnected.com/
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Visitors to the new EMCConnected.com will experience a customer-focused site featuring streamlined 
navigation, a download center with materials detailing product offerings, and links to key customer tools 
such as ShipTracker™ and the MyEMCLink portal. Interested organizations and individuals can book a 
Customer Experience Center demo through this site on the Contact Us page. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Announces CloudSuite Specialization Program for Alliance Partners 
11 January 2016 

Infor announced a new Infor CloudSuite™ specialization program for alliance partners. The new program 
allows partners to complete a series of requirements that result in specialization credentials signifying 
applicable training to help customers move to the Infor cloud. Upon completion of the Infor CloudSuite 
specialization program requirements, partners will receive formal validation and acknowledgement from 
Infor, which differentiates that alliance partner from other partners relative to their training 
regarding Infor CloudSuite™. 
"We are pleased to have alliance partners that are specially trained to help meet some of the unique 
needs of our customers. This program is designed to help ensures that every customer is able to take 
advantage of the speed and flexibility of a modern cloud platform, with the added confidence of a 
trained partner to help guide the transition onto an Infor cloud solution," said Lisa Pope, senior vice 
president, Infor. 
To qualify for cloud accreditation, applicants must have an existing Infor Partner Network (IPN) alliance 
agreement and must be in good standing. Eligible partners seeking to participate in the program must 
complete a four-step validation process consisting of nomination, application, review and award. To 
begin the nomination process, eligible partners can request a program application from an Infor Alliance 
manager, who will then provide a checklist of requirements and initiate the process. Eligible alliance 
partners that have solution experience, have completed the required training and have a successful track 
record of customer implementations, including assisting customers transitioning to cloud will receive 
their Infor CloudSuite specialization credential. Partners that are awarded Infor CloudSuite 
specialization credential will be granted the following entitlements: a Hook & Loop CloudSuite logo and 
certificate of recognition, acknowledgement in the quarterly Infor PR Newswire, and will have their 
specialization highlighted on the Infor Partner Finder. 
To date, seven Infor alliance partners have completed all of the certification requirements and have been 
granted an Infor CloudSuite specialization credential. The seven partners are: Avaap, Advoco, Axsium 
Group, Ciber, NTT DATA, RPI Consultants and TEAMabsolute. 
"Our alliance partners are a critical component of Infor's cloud strategy. The cloud specialization 
program is designed to help our partners deliver an extra level of comfort to customers, by allowing 
them to see measurable proof that Infor is working closely with each credentialed partner to help ensure 
appropriate training to help customers move to the cloud," said Lynn Sauder, vice president of Infor 
Global Alliances. "By requiring each partner to complete specific requirements, Infor and the partner are 
able to demonstrate our ability to work together to help customers' transition successfully to Infor 
CloudSuite."  
This latest program complements the Infor Micro-Vertical Specialization Program, which was unveiled in 
2013, to help deliver direct benefits to Infor customers by helping partners capitalize on existing market 
needs and by making available the latest Infor cloud technology. In turn, these IPN members can be in a 

http://www.emcconnected.com/
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078222-001&id=8126749&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078222-001&id=8126752&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcloud%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078222-001&id=8126755&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcloud%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078222-001&id=8126758&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fpartners%2fchannel-partners%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078222-001&id=8126761&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fMVPP%2f
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position to develop a new compelling revenue stream for their business. 

Click here to return to Contents 

International TechneGroup Limited (ITI) awarded UK R&D grant to develop advanced geometry and 
automated meshing protocol 
13 January 2016 

International TechneGroup Limited (ITI) is pleased to receive a three-year R&D grant award from the 
UK Government, supported by the Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI), for participation in the 
AuGMENT project. In collaboration with Cambridge Flow Solutions (CFS), the lead partner on this 
initiative, ITI will support the development of leading-edge advanced geometry processing and 
automated meshing solutions for the aerospace industry. The project is receiving funding from the joint 
industry and government funding commitment for aerospace R&D, a partnership between the ATI, 
Innovate UK and Department for Business, Innovation and Skills.  
Numerical simulation is traditionally the most efficient way to reduce risk and quantify design 
performance for testing designs in contexts otherwise not physically practical. Aerospace companies 
rely heavily on numerical simulation even though preparation of the geometric model is still typically a 
manual process that takes time and runs the risk of human error.  
Through the AuGMENT project grant, ITI and CFS will engage in R&D work to develop advanced 
tools for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) geometry preparation and meshing that will allow 
engineering simulation to participate fully and effectively in the earliest stages of industrial design. 
According to ITI’s Mark Gammon, “The goals of the project are to create a hybrid CFD meshing 
capability that combines the unique geometry handling strengths of ITI’s CADfix tool with the digital 
geometry and meshing strengths of CFS’ BoXeR tool. The intended result is to offer CFD analysts the 
best of both worlds.”  
CFS and ITI are unique companies offering unique and differing representations of geometry and 
automated meshing approaches. ITI’s solution is CADfix, which offers CAE analysts the ability to 
automatically and interactively repair and transform CAD geometries prior to analysis and ensures that 
solid or surface models are translated effectively into target systems. In addition, CADfix offers a full 
range of import and export functionality for pre-processing CAD data from native and neutral formats.  
“CFS’ approach is to digitalize geometry and enable users to tackle complex, real-world applications 
using defect-tolerant and highly-scalable software, within the integrated parallel simulation environment 
that is BoXeR”, commented Albert Demargne, Cambridge Flow Solutions. “By integrating both 
approaches into interoperable end-user products, aerospace companies may realize the full benefits of 
both.”  
Simon Weeks, Chief Technology Officer for the ATI, said, “The AuGMENT project puts engineering 
simulation at the heart of industrial design and aligns well with our national technology strategy, 
endeavoring to maintain the UK’s world-leading aircraft design and manufacturing capability. This 
partnership highlights the unique strengths of CFS and ITI and provides industrial users with a powerful 
combined toolset.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Maplesoft strengthens operations in Europe with new partner for engineering business 
15 January 2016 

Maplesoft, the leading provider of high-performance software tools for engineering, science, and 
mathematics, today announced a reseller agreement with EnginSoft, a premier consulting company 
specialising in simulation-based engineering. EnginSoft will represent Maplesoft in the commercial 
markets in Germany, France, Italy, UK, Nordic, Spain, and Turkey. 
 EnginSoft works across a broad range of industries including aerospace, defense, automotive, energy 
and biomechanics. It employs highly qualified engineers, with expertise in a variety of engineering 
simulation technologies. The company will sell Maplesoft technology that enables the modelling and 
high-performance simulation of complex engineering designs. In addition to growing Maplesoft’s sales 
and support services in the region, EnginSoft will aid the company’s international growth and 
technology advancement. 

The addition of EnginSoft as a reseller will further expand Maplesoft’s wide presence across Europe. 
Maplesoft now directly serves over 10 European countries, including the United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland and the Nordic countries. It also has reseller partnerships in 
other European countries such as Italy, Netherlands, Spain, and Greece. 

“Maplesoft is delighted to announce this new strategic partnership with EnginSoft,” said Michael 
Pisapia, Vice President, Maplesoft Europe. “With its deep engineering focus, and specialisation in 
simulation-based engineering, EnginSoft will help us strengthen our solutions and services for the 
commercial markets in Europe. We are seeing increased adoption of our technology in this region, and 
the new relationship further cements our commitment to reach more users.” 

“We are excited about introducing Maplesoft’s advanced technology solutions and tools to our 
customers,” said Stefano Odorizzi, CEO, EnginSoft. “Our company has a long tradition of helping 
companies innovate. With the addition of MapleSim and Maple to our offerings, we will be able to 
provide cost-effective, high-performance software to meet the multi-domain modelling, simulation and 
analysis requirements of our customers.” 

For more information on EnginSoft’s expertise in simulation based engineering, please 
visithttp://www.enginsoft.com/about-us/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Veloce Power Application Named One of the 2015 Hot 100 Products by EDN 
15 January 2016 

Mentor Graphics Corp. today announced that EDN has named the Veloce Power application as one of the 
"100 Hot Products of 2015." The 2015 EDN Hot 100 highlights the electronics industry's most 
significant products of the year based on innovation, significance, usefulness and popularity. 

Power is a primary concern for mobile and smart devices that require long battery life, as well as for 
wall-plugged equipment in data centers. To assess power consumption most accurately, verification 
engineers use emulation to boot the system OS and run application software on their designs. When 
designs with significant software content are run on an emulator, the current method of generating 
power activity data creates files that are too large for power analysis tools to handle practically. 

Running on the Veloce emulation platform, the Veloce Power application replaces this time-consuming, 

http://www.enginsoft.com/about-us/
https://www.mentor.com/products/fv/emulation-systems/veloce-power-application
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file-based flow with an application programming interface (API) integration. This dynamic read 
waveform API approach captures the information in the power switching activity plot and transfers that 
data to power analysis tools. As a result, verification teams experience a significant reduction in runtime 
and substantial boost in productivity in this flow. That's how the Veloce Power application enables 
accurate power calculation at the system level, better power RTL-level exploration for power budgeting 
and trade-offs as well as more accurate power analysis and sign-off at the gate level. 
"Our emulation team recognized an important methodology shift in the way power data should be 
captured and analysed. The result was Veloce Power application, which redefined the power analysis 
flow," said Eric Selosse, vice president and general manager of the Mentor Emulation Division. "It's just 
one example of how the Veloce emulation platform delivers technical leadership in hardware emulation. 
We are honoured to be recognized by EDN as one of the 100 Hot Products of 2015." 
"Of the many thousands of products announced during the past year, the EDN Hot 100 are the products 
that especially caught the attention of our editors and readers. We are pleased to share this annual 
tradition of showcasing these standout technologies as we celebrate another stellar year of electronics 
innovation," said Suzanne Deffree, Executive Editor, EDN. 
EDN published a review of the Veloce Power Application in the article Pushing emulation beyond functional 
tests. The complete list of EDN's Hot 100 products can be found here. 
The Veloce emulation platform is a core technology in the Mentor Enterprise Verification Platform 
(EVP) a platform that boosts productivity in ASIC and SoC functional verification by combining 
advanced verification technologies in a comprehensive platform. 
The Veloce emulation platform's success is a result of several factors: high design capacity, speed of 
execution, and exceptional functionality. Now considered among the most versatile and powerful of 
verification tools, emulation is used by project teams for hardware debugging, hardware/software co-
verification or integration, system-level prototyping, low-power verification and power estimation and 
performance characterization. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Ricoh India announces partnership with Siemens PLM Software 
11 January 2016 

Ricoh India Ltd., a leader in the field of Imaging Solutions & IT Services, today announced,   it is now a 
Siemens PLM Software reseller for NX software, a leading integrated solution for computer-aided 
design, manufacturing and engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE), and the Teamcenter portfolio, the world’s 
most widely used digital lifecycle management software today. Ricoh India Ltd. operates across India 
through a robust network of 24 offices, and will be utilizing the same network to distribute the software. 
NX provides a common platform for product development with advanced solutions not only for 3D 
designing, but for simulation and manufacturing as well. NX for design improves productivity and 
accelerate product engineering. The latest release introduces new and improved capabilities for 2D 
concept design, freeform modeling, feature-based modeling, drafting and documentation, and industry-
specific design, etc. NX for Simulation solves complex problems faster with advanced 3D simulation, 
and is a modern simulation environment for performing structural, thermal, flow, motion, multiphysics 
and optimization analyses. NX for Manufacturing increases Machine Tool Performance and 
Productivity. It enables better surface finish and reduced programming time. 
Teamcenter solution enables clients to make smarter collaborative decisions, streamline their product 

http://www.edn.com/electronics-products/other/4439565/Pushing-emulation-beyond-functional-tests
http://www.edn.com/electronics-products/other/4439565/Pushing-emulation-beyond-functional-tests
http://www.edn.com/electronics-products/other/4440947/EDN-Hot-100-products-of-2015
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development processes and manage complexity around delivering successful products. Managing and 
sharing 3D designs, documents, BOMs and data becomes much simpler and effective with Teamcenter 
solution.  It uses standardized work flows and change processes to stream line efficiency throughout the 
organization. People can find, share, re-use engineering designs, documents and BOMs. Teamcenter can 
also be used to manage requirements, include suppliers and connect engineering with manufacturing and 
service. 
Manoj Kumar, Managing Director and CEO, Ricoh India said, “We at Ricoh always believe in getting 
solutions that solve key business challenges of our client across verticals Most of the manufacturers 
today are struggling to find solutions and products which significantly reduces time- to- market and at 
the same time ensure consistent quality along with optimizes cost of operations. Keeping this objective 
in mind, we have recently partnered with Siemens to offer NX software & Teamcenter, which will 
further strengthen Ricoh’s position as a one-stop solution provider. In addition, with this partnership our 
endeavor is to make innovation accessible to manufacturing sector across India and hence support Indian 
Government initiative of “Make in India”. 
He further added, “Tamil Naidu is an extremely important market for Ricoh as it plays a significant role 
in the overall growth strategy for the company. We are upbeat about the growth of this state and will be 
aiming for Rs 200 crores business from the state. Ricoh has been growing at a rapid rate of over 50% 
CAGR for last four years, in a row. We are optimistic that we will see the same growth in 2016.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Zuken Tempts Engineers with New Year CADSTAR Giveaway 
13 January 2016 

Zuken is offering electronic engineers whose New Year’s resolution is to try new design software, the 
chance to achieve this now at no cost. The free download of CADSTAR Schematics Design Tool, worth 
almost $1,000, will allow the whole design team to instantly explore CADSTAR’s integrated design 
flow. 
Jeroen Leinders, CADSTAR Worldwide Sales Manager, says: “We often speak to electronic engineers 
who are highly involved in PCB design because of the demands of today’s complex designs. We hope 
that the full-feature CADSTAR Schematics download will make it quick and easy for engineers to 
evaluate whether a design tool fits with the way they work.” 
The offer runs until 31 March 2016 and comes with: 

 A 68-page tutorial, including movies 

 A permanent license authorized on a MAC address 

 CADSTAR Library Editor software. 

 CADSTAR Schematic Capture provides a fast, efficient way to capture design 
intent, rules and constraints for smooth and error-free transition from schematics 
to PCB layout for product realization. It is easy to learn and use for both 
occasional and frequent users. 

CADSTAR is Zuken's expert desktop PCB design solution. It offers an intuitive and complete design 
flow for EDA engineers and designers alike – from initial schematics and PCB design to manufacturing 
output. CADSTAR spans schematic capture, spice integration, FPGA integration, placement, routing, 
variant management, library creation and management, 3D integration, signal integrity, power integrity 

http://www.zuken.com/en/campaigns/cadstar-schematics
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and EMC analysis, along with the production of manufacturing data. 
For more information see www.zuken.com/cadstar-schematics. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Event News 
3D Systems to Showcase Over 50 New Medical Software Modules at IMSH 2016 
14 January 2016 

3D Systems  announced today that it will display its full range of healthcare solutions at the 
International Meeting on Simulation in Healthcare (IMSH) 2016 in San Diego, CA, January 16-20, 
booth 415. Featured products will include 3D printers, printed anatomical models and the company’s 
comprehensive suite of training simulators. 

3D Systems' advanced training simulators provide medical professionals the opportunity to obtain skills 
and practice full procedures in the widest range of medical specialties. The newest product 
developments, which will be available for hands-on experience at IMSH 2016, include:   

• Team training modules for Robotic Prostatectomy, combining the RobitiX 
Mentor™ and LAP Mentor™ Express, and Hysterectomy, combining the LAP 
Mentor and the LAP Mentor Express. In these simulation combinations, the 
surgeon and surgical assistant actively affect and interact with the simulated 
environment just as they would in real-life patient procedures. 

• Comprehensive ultrasound modules, including trans-thoracic 
echocardiography (TTE) evaluation with advanced diagnostic tools and 
automatic measurements. 

• Female ultrasound modules, including transabdominal and transvaginal 
scanning on pregnant and non-pregnant women, with both routine and 
emergency procedures. Pregnancy ultrasound simulations include scans for 
normal fetuses, as well as a variety of fetal anomalies. Click here to see a video 
of the OB First Trimester training module. 

• Gastroenterology tools, including the GI-BRONCH Mentor™ GI 
Endoscopy – Fundamental Skills module (EFS), designed to provide trainees 
with knowledge and technical competence in GI Flexible Endoscopy essentials as 
prescribed by the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons 
(SAGES). 

• ANGIO Mentor modules for cardiovascular training with new real-
time radiation monitoring based on factors such as C-arm projection, 
fluoroscopy time, magnification and more. 

• Cardiothoracic training with the VATS Lobectomy module on the LAP 
Mentor™, enabling the practice of complicated procedure steps with a guided 
case for beginners and free-hand case for experienced practitioners. 

• BRONCH Express portable desktop simulator for bronchoscopy 

http://www.zuken.com/cadstar-schematics
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ljN0jVQNrYacOuZTC_xWBtWVjcFJzXObVHEX1mxK8OrYDStefIN5tGoOZtXvZQMRNtCrTn1WjMgfGXbWnp5MaA==
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ljN0jVQNrYacOuZTC_xWBpp_7B6VV13JWorY7YfAiuwxeot-aFvlc6L4jhRt2w6UrU5EX_HR8zSDp9VgKWYmGwDeNGCJ4ijZa7iCphxYclXnPenN8mXBlNZklHkWb0sd
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=k1R4loUUTtExCoD9IqUYOB9E0phboF1pDsqArv9j-9cd52gVawZHFigv_8JTy9wAVgsv9F8gLEnD2Ezv7ly4rtSXV-WVvh7_HtOsSiHGKbyu1uMB4SKGGJaQCjZtJk8U
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=RqTRfRd0xZ7tKCZB9_aOoKX7CjaBnu-eHwRPuEmwSBMFNvOFcGGTxvBoDQy3TibLLDv3H4m6lMDutRlAdBHRk3H3jKm4Jxduo3-NlAgZqlxPp-hqIY-U2mckrwShII0_vHib6e5gQZzo5OoCWk_pDXKWwbWDYxmyTi6CqDUNioN69Ys2Dp5_Kl2RPftMpCY_
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=RqTRfRd0xZ7tKCZB9_aOoKX7CjaBnu-eHwRPuEmwSBMFNvOFcGGTxvBoDQy3TibLLDv3H4m6lMDutRlAdBHRk3H3jKm4Jxduo3-NlAgZqlxPp-hqIY-U2mckrwShII0_vHib6e5gQZzo5OoCWk_pDXKWwbWDYxmyTi6CqDUNioN69Ys2Dp5_Kl2RPftMpCY_
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=y3k37oBfNP3SGy4GYMAnTMOUWbH1hXU9VgDCZ8q0AcVZpaQlRO1-xGRyMFUPXR0Ie-3Jv5XWoNJjpkF8CgsBCybrOE_fxFZ8ZVAAYzBgMIcQOlZ1SIgb7xjViv6S3wTw-p-9Ar32mUy49bkkLCrg1BYkpLF1xrW8PQfqzgazcfk%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=y3k37oBfNP3SGy4GYMAnTMOUWbH1hXU9VgDCZ8q0AcVZpaQlRO1-xGRyMFUPXR0Ie-3Jv5XWoNJjpkF8CgsBCybrOE_fxFZ8ZVAAYzBgMIcQOlZ1SIgb7xjViv6S3wTw-p-9Ar32mUy49bkkLCrg1BYkpLF1xrW8PQfqzgazcfk%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=scYDrfE3hFNufIL-wpx3aa8zdyFIUJannXkCR6Oh1RIUX0v_fQTfXsTJUbtrXgOqdkCtntbM-skBErxgXswnHPtJ-DKeGH9StAIWvR829sptOV9D2HtIOtzqI7lLCzjiUluiwE5BKC2xtGOETfflXMgUR0kdrJvzYFFzwZF8GGQ56YdZ_f95rLHo8V9WEbXJ
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=hXaFRjru1IhcY1BZO7FDat7Qvydhn3vQfDAWOKxWbzdOIZr2QsREOE2nK2gIvl0BEQIMLFCqXKgENbYnQy9Mcg%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=f3IqNuJErC1twoeMiXOTNDzGTM_7ID-M0Ds0fXlJp6v8O3VAriIwISm9uHD6o2cCcDae9qx6HRACe0r3jccdehUUS7k9Bp4jl1N7Lsd0QwtbaSxz1_78whN8E27n9pL53d7dJhssKFuZ0jmjsnZZqGIhcVZIXOWQLjrPveUN4ZW-PZN6Im0I26x-EIoHln5FCs9UuxZ-GljLh48aCpL7B6Lm_Gcg3TUJWQvdD0i8yJ0%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=f3IqNuJErC1twoeMiXOTNDzGTM_7ID-M0Ds0fXlJp6v8O3VAriIwISm9uHD6o2cCcDae9qx6HRACe0r3jccdehUUS7k9Bp4jl1N7Lsd0QwtbaSxz1_78whN8E27n9pL53d7dJhssKFuZ0jmjsnZZqGIhcVZIXOWQLjrPveUN4ZW-PZN6Im0I26x-EIoHln5FCs9UuxZ-GljLh48aCpL7B6Lm_Gcg3TUJWQvdD0i8yJ0%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=rlAO93hxA6K7LLNszaN-5hT-S2hj56Ety11do-dK7Mx6diKNpf7mYmmlQky9dyjiHVfb7n7t2prSsj0p2nU9Il540d7L4xTZh3q4k0XEqJRgO1t9nyDLLP3UlJbGv8stUKUTgDiLvWhGchLO2wmdMg%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=Yug-xxTnayvWBjkOCUQ4gXPvItOiAoirmdN6QUyOQMe3EqWXZTQ7TFwkun7q8yOI-w16x-I-fhzawHnZyKac0tdmqFpq6WOfSuDVdU-sPxONmOJsZmHlkfWwEy2KwxiXriL45ix3_oxGV2J4P2MUGp5a7fKCGPifmurDFHwRHXU%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=D4hbRRFIsoie0OKaYZDl9P30hPxYQ3INCZkLBJmus6x5l1p926V07dOs6O7Yc0yB4acowEpU5YNI8PfD-oPds8j38umaC0smVDTj752NG3HyUwpRF8CxkbgUCSXLabvV
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training and qualification, co-developed with the American College of Chest 
Physicians to answer the need for affordable hands-on training for Endobronchial 
Ultrasound – Transbronchial Needle Aspiration (EBUS-TBNA). 

 
3D Systems’ healthcare offerings are designed to enhance quality of healthcare and quality of life 
through the use of 3D technologies. The company’s portfolio of solutions range from Virtual Surgical 
Planning®(VSP) and simulation to 3D printed models, instruments and implants for patient-specific 
care. 
"The role of 3D technology in healthcare is expanding at a tremendous rate to meet the existing needs of 
practitioners, students, and patients, as well as to test new frontiers in training and treatment,” said 
Kevin McAlea, Chief Operating Officer, Healthcare, 3D Systems. "Our extensive and growing offering 
of physical and virtual 3D healthcare solutions provides the means and skills for medical professionals 
to help overcome today’s challenges and advance the future of care.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

CGS to Host Annual Fashion, Apparel and Consumer Goods Customer Event, INSIGHT 2016 
15 January 2016 

CGS, a global provider of business applications, enterprise learning and outsourcing services, is set to 
kick off its annual customer fashion, apparel and consumer goods event, INSIGHT 2016. The event, 
which connects CGS customers and industry experts, will be held February 21-24 at The Venetian in 
Las Vegas. 
The annual event enables industry professionals and executives utilizing BlueCherry® solutions to 
exchange strategies, tactics, solutions and ideas affecting the retail, consumer and apparel markets. 
Additionally, the event will focus on the next generation of products, software and technology, including 
cloud, managed services and BlueCherry enhancements. 
Various customer, industry and CGS speakers at the event will offer expert insight on BlueCherry best 
practices, how to better understand customer demand, reporting, driving innovation and much more. The 
featured key note speaker, former U.S. Senator Joe Lieberman, will discuss the economy, politics and 
world events affecting businesses in the U.S. and globally. The session will be moderated by CGS CEO 
and President Phil Friedman. 
"In our 13 years of hosting INSIGHT, we are excited to once again deliver a dynamic program to the 
leading fashion, apparel and consumer goods executive leaders," said Paul Magel, President, CGS 
Applications Division. "Our BlueCherry users are truly a community of industry leaders and 
trendsetters. We look forward to four days of expert speakers, strategic networking and interactive 
forums, enabling our community to continue leading innovation and stay ahead of the competition." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Edgecam’s Waveform Strategy On Show At ETG’s Technical Seminar 
12 January 2016 

Edgecam, the production machining CAD/CAM software, will demonstrate their Waveform roughing 
strategies at a technical seminar taking place at Engineering Technology Group’s headquarters in 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=kemb_HFclmjQIUR2vWQ7HGD6CeqhIl1yWA6PMOgoGaWndv6MdS90sTl-KBv8NsIhaTyNYSdz6a2e0KYWrE3q3XSR7hYUHCLAWjTzS699l62tUS3Z3cmtgr48G9hr2Vko9wAOCMFCHvvIIFG6yY-RHmYc6F7TZ0MMvbaO7krGEBs%3D
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=2APZzf5AduIGt2BbIdv6hN8bwzL2-GvD8bJjT_a-nv64MDYlcp48rrViAntS5ymFd1Yj4T5t3Bv981eLQZKELJ-saV8VX14yxUpNE09H7oeZoMycR7g4fi5LrAPk1vf8QgQYhJ_HXFWUexCGQjYF-1UVIsFgNbVmHex-twcfaD8=
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=2APZzf5AduIGt2BbIdv6hN8bwzL2-GvD8bJjT_a-nv64MDYlcp48rrViAntS5ymFd1Yj4T5t3Bv981eLQZKELJ-saV8VX14yxUpNE09H7oeZoMycR7g4fi5LrAPk1vf8QgQYhJ_HXFWUexCGQjYF-1UVIsFgNbVmHex-twcfaD8=
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=PMieMQcDqJfJ7yuMsJx_nqM1iNW3wtG9sPsQpLOmU6k3JPgw4ZGFlBnpz-lQgK-TNguUt7pLLd23yACc3VPtoHaI6xhMz-7ImNOweeELb1a_Q5xr2IdFGw3RdnPflCiO
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1238832&id=8184661&type=1&url=http%3a%2f%2finsight.cgsinc.com%2fhome
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Southam on 3rd February.  
Hosted by ETG, the ‘Advanced Turning Solutions Roadshow’, in partnership with Edgecam and Seco 
Tools, will focus on the capability to remove material in a turning environment efficiently.  
Edgecam will showcase their Waveform technology – the powerful roughing strategy solution for high-
speed machining that maintains a constant tool cutting load. Demonstrations on a Nakamura Tome 
AS200 will show how Waveform can improve accuracy, productivity and tool life.  
Wesley Tonks, Edgecam’s Strategic Partnership Manager said “we are delighted to be supporting our 
partner, ETG, at this seminar, which will give visitors the chance to see how Waveform technology can 
really benefit their business as well as learning different manufacturing strategies throughout the day”.  

Click here to return to Contents 

iBASEt Discusses Digital Thread to Manufacturing at AeroDef 2016 
13 January 2016 

iBASEt announced the company will exhibit at AeroDef Manufacturing with Composites Manufacturing 
Conference (booth #513) on February 9-10, 2016 at the Long Beach Convention Center in Long Beach, 
California. 
 “For aerospace and defense manufacturers to stay competitive in the 21stcentury, the urgency of 
enabling the digital thread, incorporating new processes, consolidating disparate systems and 
technologies are critical to their continued growth and scalability,” said Vic Sial, President, iBASEt. 
“We have worked closely with our CAD/PLM partners and Solumina G8 closes the loop between 
engineering and the production shop floor.” 
Solumina is built specifically to handle the complex requirements in Aerospace and Defense 
manufacturing and complete the digital thread from engineering design into manufacturing processes. 
Managing product configurations and change management across the entire value chain and product 
lifecycle is where iBASEt delivers exceptional value to complex manufacturers. These capabilities allow 
companies to efficiently meet and exceed regulatory compliance, time-to-market, and quality 
requirements. We specialize in breaking down barriers that hold manufacturers back from obtaining 
their goals. 
iBASEt is a leading provider of software solutions to complex, highly regulated industries, like 
Aerospace and Defense, Medical Devices, Nuclear, Industrial Equipment, Electronics, and Shipbuilding. 
iBASEt’s Solumina software streamlines and integrates Manufacturing Execution System and Operations 
Management (MES/MOM), Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) and Enterprise Quality Management 
System (EQMS) for operations and Supplier Quality Management. Solumina is implemented by industry 
leaders, including BAE Systems, Airbus Space & Defense, General Dynamics, Lockheed Martin, 
NASA, Northrop Grumman, Textron and United Technologies. 
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Financial News 
Cognizant says will meet 2015 revenue guidance 
12 January 2016 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ibaset.com%2F&esheet=51256975&newsitemid=20160112005164&lan=en-US&anchor=iBASEt&index=1&md5=8015ee710409005987b5c29912a69226
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.solumina.com&esheet=51256975&newsitemid=20160112005164&lan=en-US&anchor=Solumina+&index=4&md5=a91f8def1a5327272e8a115e46c5c80a
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Cognizant today reaffirmed its revenue guidance of at least USD 12.41 billion for 2015 despite the 
impact of flooding and heavy rains on its operations in Chennai, which houses over 60,000 of its 
employees.  
"Due to the successful execution of its Business Continuity Plan, which largely mitigated the financial 
impact of the flooding, Cognizant has reaffirmed that it expects to achieve both its previously announced 
full-year revenue guidance of at least USD 12.41 billion and its non-GAAP diluted EPS guidance of at 
least USD 3.03," Cognizant said in a statement.  
In December, Chennai experienced heavy rains that caused unprecedented flooding. Cognizant has 11 
delivery and operations centres in the city and about 60,000 employees. Many of Cognizant's 
competitors, including India's largest software services provider Tata Consultancy Services, Wipro and 
Hexaware have warned of an impact on their revenues and margins on account of the Chennai rains.  
The company has already committed USD 40 million (Rs 260 crore) to undertake relief and 
rehabilitation to the flood-hit Chennai. "During this period, the company's key priorities were ensuring 
the safety of its employees and their families, and maintaining continuity of critical operations for 
clients.  
Cognizant is pleased to report that all its employees are safe and accounted for and that its 
comprehensive Business Continuity Plan enabled continuity of critical work for its clients," Cognizant 
said. While announcing its financial results for the quarter ended September 2015, Cognizant had raised 
its annual revenue guidance to at least USD 12.41 billion (higher by at least 21 percent) compared to 
2014 and fourth quarter 2015 revenue to be at least USD 3.23 billion.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Announces Results for the Quarter Ended December 31, 2015 
14 January 2016 

• Q3 sequential revenue growth at 0.6% in USD terms and 1.1% in constant 
currency  

• Q3 yoy revenue growth at 8.5% in USD terms and 12.5% in constant currency  

• FY 16 revenue guidance increased to 12.8%-13.2% in constant currency and 
8.9%-9.3% in USD terms on Dec 31st, 2015exchange rates  

• Volume growth at 3.1% quarter on quarter  

• Attrition declined to 13.4% on standalone basis   

• Continued adoption of grassroots innovation and Aikido offerings  

Financial Highlights:   

Consolidated results under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for the quarter 
ended December 31, 2015 

Quarter ended December 31, 2015 

• Revenues were $ 2,407 million for the quarter ended December 31, 2015 
QoQ growth was 0.6% in reported terms; 1.1% in constant currency terms 
YoY growth was 8.5% in reported terms; 12.5% in constant currency terms   
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• Operating profit was $ 599 million for the quarter ended December 31, 2015 
QoQ growth was (1.8%) 
YoY growth was 1.2%  

• Net profit was $ 524 million for the quarter ended December 31, 2015 
QoQ growth was 0.9% 
YoY growth was 0.4%  

• Earnings per share (EPS) was $ 0.23 for the quarter ended December 31, 2015 
QoQ growth was 0.9% 
YoY growth was 0.4%  

• Liquid assets including cash and cash equivalents, available-for-sale financial 
assets and government bonds were $4,765 million on December 31, 2015 as 
compared to $4,894 million as on September 30, 2015 

"We are starting to see creative confidence blossoming within Infosys - David Kelley's beautiful idea that 
innovation is not specific to one department but is an ability within all of us, waiting to unleash our full 
creative potential. We are seeing Infoscions becoming innovators, bringing innovation and client value 
to each individual project. This confidence can only come from a culture of learning and empowerment, 
and this is the kind of company we are endeavoring to create," said Dr. Vishal Sikka, CEO and MD. 
"Alongside grassroots innovation, we continue to see growing adoption of our Aikido services, bringing 
the power of intelligent systems, automation and software to amplify the skills and imaginations of our 
people. This combination helped us deliver encouraging results despite the traditional seasonality of the 
quarter and the additional headwinds, and will strengthen the execution of our strategy towards 
consistent profitable growth." 

"The healthy volume growth this quarter has been encouraging. The lesser working days and our 
investments into additional trainees resulted in softer pricing and utilization for the quarter," said U B 
Pravin Rao, President & COO. "Our continued focus on employee engagement is paying dividends 
resulting in lower attrition. We continue to simplify our policies and enable greater agility within the 
company, with the goal of boosting our productivity." 

"We have been able to navigate the quarter, better than our earlier expectations," said M.D. Ranganath, 
CFO. "We will continue to focus on enhancing operational efficiency through multiple levers in the 
coming quarters." 

Outlook*  

The Company's outlook (consolidated) for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2016, under IFRS is as 
follows: 

Revenue guidance increased to 12.8%-13.2% in constant currency; 

Revenue guidance increased to 8.9%-9.3% in USD terms based on the exchange rates as of Dec 31st, 
2015* 

*Conversion: AUD/USD - 0.73; Euro/USD - 1.09; GBP/USD - 1.48 

Investments and Acquisitions:   

Completed the acquisition of Noah Consulting, LLC, a leading provider of advanced information 
management consulting services for the oil and gas industry. 
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Invested in WHOOP, an early stage company that offers a performance optimization system for elite 
professional sports teams, and invested in CloudEndure, a startup that provides Cloud Migration and 
Cloud-based Disaster Recovery (DR) software. 
Business Highlights:   

We continue to see a great opportunity to rethink the notion of services - bringing the best of human 
potential together with software and platforms, to drive the digital transformation of the world around 
us. 
Investing in Artificial Intelligence  

In December, we announced our participation in OpenAI, a non-profit organization dedicated to 
developing and advancing Artificial Intelligence, bringing the best AI talent in the world together in the 
interest of all of us.  This initiative adds an important new dimension to our ongoing efforts in AI.   
Increasing the Depth of Client Relationships  

In Q3, we strengthened relationships with key clients, including renewing existing large scale contracts, 
opening new accounts and signing four large deals. 
ALSTOM, a global leader in rail transport, selected us for next-generation services in application 
engineering, development and maintenance, in addition to product lifecycle management to reduce IT 
costs, improve user experience, and increase the efficiency of the product design process. 
MRJ90, the flagship aircraft of the Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation, Japan (MITAC) recently completed 
its maiden test flight. We helped MITAC in the mechanical design of fuselage structures, delivered 
continuous improvements through automation, and reduced both the cost and cycle time. 
Mercedes Benz Research and Development Center, India, has partnered with us to run their complete 
datacenter and network operations support in 15 countries across the APAC region, increasing agility 
and automation and reducing cost of operations. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SAP Announces Preliminary Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2015 Results 
12 January 2016 

SAP Outpaces Market with Record 2015 Cloud and Software Revenue, Up 20% – SAP S/4HANA 
Adoption Soaring 

• Full Year Non-IFRS Cloud and Software Revenue Up 20% (12% at Constant 
Currencies, Beating Company Guidance) 

• SAP S/4HANA Adoption Surges – More Than Doubling the Number of 
Customers in the Fourth Quarter, Now Exceeding 2,700 Customers 

• Tremendous Momentum in New Cloud Bookings – Up 103% in the Full Year, Up 
75% in the Fourth Quarter 

• Full Year Non-IFRS Cloud Subscription and Support Revenue Up 109% to €2.30 
Billion (€2.00 Billion at Constant Currencies, Achieving Company Guidance) 

• Full Year Non-IFRS Operating Profit Up 13% to €6.35 Billion (€5.902 Billion at 
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Constant Currencies, Beating Company Guidance) 
After an initial review of its fourth quarter 2015 performance, SAP SE  today announced its preliminary 
financial results for the fourth quarter and full year ended December 31, 2015. All 2015 figures in this 
release are approximate due to the preliminary nature of the announcement. 
SAP had exceptional momentum with fast growth in cloud and double-digit growth in its core license 
business in the fourth quarter. For the full year, non-IFRS cloud and software revenue grew by 20% or 
12% at constant currencies and exceeded the outlook of 8% – 10% growth at constant currencies. New 
cloud bookings, the key measure for SAP’s sales success in the cloud, increased 103% in the full year to 
€0.89 billion and 75% in the fourth quarter to €0.35 billion[1].  Non-IFRS cloud subscriptions and 
support revenue was €2.30 billion (€2.00 billion[2] at constant currencies, achieving the outlook of €1.95 
to €2.05 billion at constant currencies) for the full year. Non-IFRS operating profit was €6.35 billion 
(€5.902 billion at constant currencies, beating the full year outlook of €5.6 – €5.9 billion at constant 
currencies). 
Customer adoption of SAP S/4HANA continues to accelerate sharply, with more than 2,700 customers 
across all regions at the end of 2015, more than doubling quarter over quarter. SAP S/4HANA, built 
on SAP HANA, the most advanced in-memory platform available today, provides the digital core that 
companies need to reduce complexity, digitize their business and connect every part of their enterprise. 
“We decisively beat our full year guidance for cloud and software revenue,” said Bill McDermott, CEO 
of SAP. “SAP gained significant share against core and best of breed competitors. Across markets and 
industries SAP is extending its lead as the trusted innovator in the business software industry. Our 
completeness of vision in the cloud and soaring adoption of SAP S/4HANA gives us tremendous 
confidence in our business in 2016 and beyond.” 
Luka Mucic, CFO of SAP, said: “SAP is unique in combining a growing core and a rapidly expanding 
cloud business. In particular, SAP S/4HANA is boosting broad customer adoption of our entire 
innovation portfolio. With our strong top line and the success of our business transformation we 
generated the highest non-IFRS operating profit in SAP’s history.” 
The Company is providing the following 2016 outlook: 

Based on the continued strong momentum in SAP’s cloud business the Company expects full year 2016 
non-IFRS cloud subscriptions and support revenue to be in a range of €2.95 – €3.05 billion at constant 
currencies (2015: €2.30 billion). The upper end of this range represents a growth rate of 33% at constant 
currencies. 
The Company expects full year 2016 non-IFRS cloud and software revenue to increase by 6% – 8% at 
constant currencies (2015: €17.23 billion). 
The Company expects full-year 2016 non-IFRS operating profit to be in a range of €6.4 billion – €6.7 
billion at constant currencies (2015: €6.35 billion). 
SAP will report detailed preliminary fourth quarter and full year 2015 results on January 22nd. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SofTech Announces Q2FY 2016 Operating Results 
15 January 2016 

http://www.sap.com/
http://news.sap.com/sap-announces-preliminary-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2015-results/#_ftn1
http://news.sap.com/sap-announces-preliminary-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2015-results/#_ftn1
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SofTech, Inc. today announced its second quarter operating results for the three months ended 
November 30, 2015. 
For the second quarter of fiscal year 2016, the Company generated revenue of approximately $1.3 
million as compared to approximately $1.0 million in the same period in fiscal year 2015, an increase of 
about 27.0%. The net loss for the second quarter of fiscal year 2016 was approximately $(22,000) or 
$(0.02) per share as compared to a net loss of approximately $(379,000) or $(.44) per share for the same 
period in fiscal year 2015. EBITDA for the current quarter was approximately $141,000 as compared to 
approximately $(159,000) for the same period in fiscal year 2015, an improvement of approximately 
188.7%. 
Current Quarter Activity: 

ProductCenter revenue increased by 16.4% in the current quarter as compared to the same period in the 
prior fiscal year representing the fifth consecutive quarter in which revenue for this product line 
experienced double-digit revenue growth as compared to the same period in the prior fiscal year; 
Revenue from the Connector product line increased by 78.1% in the current quarter as compared to the 
same period in the prior fiscal year. While still a small portion of total revenue, the billings for this 
product line have gained significant traction following its recent launch and continues to attract new 
customers; 
Gross margins improved significantly to 66.0% in the current quarter as compared to 54.3% for the same 
period in the prior fiscal year; 
In the current quarter we took a non-cash charge of $61,000 to write down the fair value of our royalty 
payments due from Mentor Graphics related to the sale of the CADRA product line in October 2013. 
This charge was necessitated by the reduced revenue forecast based on CADRA’s revenue for the 
trailing twelve months. The Company is due a royalty of 10% of CADRA revenue through October 31, 
2016; and 
In December 2015, the HomeView mobile app was made available on iTunes. 

Revenue for the six months ended November 30, 2015 was approximately $2.3 million as compared to 
approximately $1.9 million for the same period in the prior fiscal year, an increase of 20.8%. The net 
loss for the first six months of the current fiscal year was approximately ($196,000) or ($.22) per share 
compared to approximately $(952,000) or $(1.08) per share for the same period in the prior fiscal year. 
EBITDA for the first six months of the current fiscal year was approximately $19,000 as compared to 
approximately $(567,000) for the same period in fiscal 2015. 
“This was by far our best quarterly performance since the sale of our CADRA product line in October 
2013,” said Joe Mullaney, SofTech’s CEO. “Our ProductCenter technology continued its double-digit 
revenue growth with several existing customers expanding their use of the technology while 
maintenance renewal rates exceeded 97%. The Connector product line continued its strong revenue 
growth momentum and we were able to launch our new HomeView product on iTunes. We 
accomplished all of this while keeping our spending unchanged resulting in solid EBITDA 
performance,” he added. 
The Company will be demonstrating HomeView at Inman Connect, a real estate focused event in New 
York City at the end of this month. We will be located in Start-Up Alley at Booth # S17. 
“Data management has been our core business for more than 20 years and our new HomeView 
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technology brings our expertise to the residential property market. HomeView lets homeowners have 
their information in one place, keep track of everything and even get automatic notifications about 
things needing attention,” said Bob Anthonyson, President and CEO of HomeView. “This is also 
information that every homebuyer should ideally have prior to purchase. No consumer product is 
allowed on the U.S. market unless every component can be identified, but about 5 million existing 
homes were sold in the U.S. last year with little to no information about their components. HomeView 
wants to change that by offering a free, easy-to-use technology that allows for complete transparency of 
all of the information about the property including architectural drawings, owner’s manuals, warranty 
periods, make, model and age of the appliances and systems and all the other data that helps a buyer 
maintain and operate their home. Improved safety, enhanced security and increased market value can be 
direct results of using HomeView. We can’t wait to show our solution to the Realtor community at 
Inman Connect,” he added. 

Click here to return to Contents 

TCS delivers steady performance in Q3 
12 January 2016 

 Tata Consultancy Services issued its consolidated financial results according to IFRS US Dollars for the 
quarter ended December 31, 2015.  
Business Highlights for Quarter Ended December 31, 2015  

• Gross employee addition 22,118  

• Total headcount: 344,691  

• Utilization: 84.9% (excluding trainees) & 80.9% (including trainees)  

• No of $100m+ clients increases by 1 to 34; No of $20M+ clients increase by 2 to 173  
Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income For the three-month periods 
ended December 31, 2014, September 30, 2015 and December 31, 2015 (In millions of USD, except per 
share data) 
   12/31/14 9/30/15      12/31/15 

  Revenue  3,931  4,156   4,145  

  Cost of revenue  2,168  2,318   2,305  

  Gross margin  1,763  1,838   1,840  

  SG & A expenses     700     713                 738  

  Operating income  1,063  1,125   1,102  

  Other income (expense), net     101     103      106  

  Income before income taxes  1,164  1,228   1,208  

  Income taxes     280            296                 280 

   Income after income taxes    884           932                 928  

  Minority interest       11              6                      2  
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  Net income     873   926    926  

 

Commenting on the Q3 performance, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, N 
Chandrasekaran said: “All our industry segments have exhibited growth in a traditionally weak quarter 
additionally accentuated by the impact of the Chennai floods. Our international business has grown 
smartly in CC terms with North America and Europe leading the way among major markets and Latin 
America among growth markets.” Mr Chandrasekaran added: “Digital will remain the core focus for 
enterprise IT in 2016 as our customers respond to competition in a global economy driven by real-time 
insights. With 13.7% of our revenues coming from Digital business and this segment growing at a 
higher sequential rate, TCS is playing an impactful role in partnership with customers. Rajesh 
Gopinathan, Chief Financial Officer, said: “In a challenging quarter with significant cross currency and 
other headwinds, we have operated with rigor and discipline to deliver credible margin performance and 
generated excellent cash flows”.  
Growth in Q3 was holistic with all industry segments showing sequential growth with Life Sciences & 
Healthcare, Manufacturing and Hi-Tech leading the way. Europe and North America led growth in 
major markets while Latin America and Asia Pacific led the growth markets. Among service lines, 
Infrastructure Services and BPS were the leaders.   

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments  
Centric Software Product Lifecycle Management Adopted by Truworths 
12 January 2016 
Centric Software has acquired its second South African customer. Truworths, one of South Africa's 
leading fashion apparel retailers, with 747 stores in South Africa and eight other countries on the 
continent, has decided to adopt Centric 8 Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software to support 
international growth and help structure its product development process. 
Truworths is synonymous with fashion apparel retailing in South Africa, and offers internationally 
inspired clothing and footwear across a diversified portfolio of some of the country's most admired and 
recognized brands. Truworths also recently acquired Office Retail Group, a leading young fashion 
footwear retailer in the UK, Ireland and Germany. These brands are either internally developed or 
exclusive to the business and include Truworths, Truworths Man, Inwear, LTD, Uzzi and Identity, as 
well as the licenced brand Daniel Hechter. 
In order to reinforce its competitive positioning and to continue to grow internationally, Truworths is 
focusing on delivering on-trend products and styles. As a consequence, the Truworths group has a wide 
portfolio of brands and styles and adopts a fast fashion business model for a large portion of its product 
ranges. A key goal is to reduce time to market. 
“PLM soon appeared as an obvious solution to improve our ability to deal with an increasingly complex 
business,” explained a spokesperson for Truworths. “We began investigating PLM solutions and spent 
many hours in presentations and workshops with different PLM providers. We chose Centric 8 because 
it was user friendly, easy to configure and we could simply make it work the way we want it to.” 
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The Centric 8 PLM platform will be used across all of the group’s brands and all product types to help 
structure assortment planning and product development processes in order to support Truworths’ rapid 
expansion. 
Truworths also aims to use Centric’s innovative technologies—particularly its integrated mobile 
applications. “We were impressed by Centric’s mobile applications, which work well with the core 
system,” the spokesperson said. 
“We share Truworths’ passion for innovation and fashion,” says Chris Groves, President and CEO of 
Centric Software. “We are very proud to work with one of South Africa’s leading fashion retailers and 
bring our experience in fast fashion to help them in their strategy to achieve sustainable growth.” 
Truworths International Ltd is an investment holding and management company listed on the JSE in 
South Africa and the Namibian Stock Exchange. Its principal trading entities, Truworths, Office Retail 
Group and Young Designers Emporium, are engaged either directly or through subsidiaries, agencies or 
franchises in the retailing of fashion clothing and footwear apparel and related merchandise. The 
company and its subsidiaries  operate primarily in South Africa and the United Kingdom, and have an 
emerging presence in sub Saharan Africa countries and Germany. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Electric-Car Company Faraday Future Deploys Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform for 
Breakthrough Automotive Experience 
13 January 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that Faraday Future has adopted its 3DEXPERIENCE platform. 
The electric-car company has already deployed the “Target Zero Defect” and “Smart Safe & Connected” 
industry solution experiences for the development and delivery of its new fully electric vehicle and 
connected automotive experience concept unveiled during CES 2016 in Las Vegas last week. 
Both Faraday Future and Dassault Systèmes see the fundamental shift that is now occurring in the 
relationship between people and cars. This emerging generation of cars requires manufacturers to 
integrate traditional automotive design disciplines with Internet-connectivity, alternative power-sources, 
and autonomous driving technologies. Faraday Future determined that Dassault Systèmes’ 
3DEXPERIENCE platform was the only innovation platform that made this rapid integration of design 
and technology possible. 
“We are taking a user-centric, technology-first approach to vehicle design with the ultimate aim of 
connecting the automotive experience to the rest of our customers’ life,” said Nick Sampson, Senior 
Vice President, Product R&D, Faraday Future. “Dassault Systèmes’ focus on customer experience and 
its unmatched technologies will enable us to meet our aggressive schedule to deliver the most advanced 
electric vehicles into the market. Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences like ‘Target Zero 
Defect’ and ‘Smart Safe & Connected’ clinched the decision for Faraday Future.” 
Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, “Target Zero Defect” and “Smart Safe & Connected” industry 
solution experiences were fully deployed across the company of more than 400 employees worldwide 
within two weeks. It has enabled Faraday Future to design, simulate, and prepare for production in ways 
that were not possible with any other solution. 
"Faraday Future is attempting to transform the transportation and mobility industry. By choosing to 
partner with Dassault Systèmes, it has a proven solution it deployed quickly and fits with its very rapid 

http://www.3ds.com/
http://www.faradayfuture.com/
http://www.3ds.com/industries/transportation-mobility/target-zero-defect/
http://www.3ds.com/industries/transportation-mobility/smart-safe-and-connected/
https://www.cesweb.org/
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and aggressive development schedule,” said Olivier Sappin, Vice President, Transportation & Mobility 
Industry, Dassault Systèmes. “Faraday Future has quickly adopted the 3DEXPERIENCE platform and is 
benefitting from the integration of our extensive experience in the automotive and high tech industries.”  
In addition to helping Faraday Future turn its concept car into reality, the 3DEXPERIENCE platform 
will also be utilized in Faraday Future’s forthcoming manufacturing facility in North Las Vegas. 
Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences for manufacturing, including “Lean Production Run,” 
are used by companies like Faraday Future for plant optimization, quality control, and real-time 
visibility into facility operations. By leveraging the breadth of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform’s 
capabilities for manufacturing, Faraday Future will be able to construct and maintain a high-tech factory 
of the highest modern standards, and stay ahead of future demand for next-generation automobiles.  

Click here to return to Contents 

FFG chooses ESPRIT CAM software for programming projects 
11 January 2016 

Officials from machine tool builder Fair Friend Group (FFG) have chosen ESPRIT CAM 
software from DP Technology to program its machines as well as to partner with the software 
vendor. 

To choose its CAD/CAM system, FFG created a benchmark and tested four CAM software 
suppliers against it. 
“ESPRIT was able to cover our specifications better than any other software we investigated. On top of 
that, the customer support was very knowledgeable, comprehensive and prompt,” states Jürgen Reingen, 
head of development for FFG. 

“FFG wanted to find the best CAM solution to program their new NBH P80 machine,” said Martin 
Biewer, CEO of Prevoma, the German ESPRIT distributor who worked with FFG. “Comparing ESPRIT 
with other competing systems demonstrated that it was the fastest in programming a wide range of 
applications.” 

FFG and Prevoma agreed on a consulting project to demonstrate the software’s capabilities. Prevoma 
was to set up the machine virtually with ESPRIT and program a mold part mounted on a tombstone with 
3-axis simultaneous milling. “Within three weeks of starting, we had programmed the part, created a 
virtual model of the NBH P80 for simulation, built an optimized post-processor and run the finished 
program on the machine,” Biewer said. 

FFG has four new machines projects in progress. “This is a challenging project for Prevoma and DP 
Technology,” Biewer said. “We want to be their number one partner.” The objective is to bundle 
ESPRIT CAM software with FFG machines all over the world.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Williams Energy Canada Chooses Bentley’s ConstructSim as Advanced Work Packaging Tool for 
Milestone Alberta Propane Dehydrogenation Plant Project 
13 January 2016 

Bentley Systems today announced that Williams Energy Canada has selected Bentley’s ConstructSim 

http://www.3ds.com/industries/transportation-mobility/lean-production-run/
http://www.ffg-werke.com/en.html
http://www.espritcam.com/
http://www.espritcam.com/
http://www.onlinetmd.com/article/manufacturing-dp-technology-esprit-software-2015-cad-cam-42015.aspx
http://www.onlinetmd.com/article/hydromat-fair-friend-group-pfiffner-acquisition-machine-tools-manufacturing-43015.aspx
http://www.onlinetmd.com/article/hydromat-witzig-frank-us-market-machining-solutions-12414.aspx
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fbrands%2Fconstructsim&esheet=51257850&newsitemid=20160112006342&lan=en-US&anchor=ConstructSim&index=1&md5=e837dc9af6fc68696bb5dd491ae6a406
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software to implement Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) for Canada’s first propane dehydrogenation 
(PDH) plant project. Williams’ decision to choose ConstructSim for this project was made after a careful 
evaluation of all the leading construction automation tools on the market. Through this comparative 
analysis Williams found ConstructSim to be superior to the other offerings in enabling the Construction 
Industry Institute’s AWP best practices. 
 “We consider the use of the Advanced Work Packaging methodology to be a key component of 
successful execution on the PDH project,” said Andrew Foy, Planning Coordinator, Williams Energy 
Canada, “and we selected ConstructSim as our automation tool in support of this goal. We look forward 
to working with the Bentley team, and to leveraging its experience and expertise in AWP, as we 
implement ConstructSim’s capabilities across the project. We will introduce ConstructSim early in the 
engineering phase, enabling us to take full advantage of AWP best practices and, thereby, help us meet 
our delivery commitments.” 
AWP requires a programmatic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice deployment across 
the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information between engineering, construction, 
commissioning, and handover, with the work packages serving as the unit of that information 
exchange. ConstructSim facilitates the needed information interoperability and mobility for 
unprecedented insight into planned and executed work to increase project performance. 
Harry Vitelli, Bentley Systems Senior Vice President, said, “It is very gratifying to be playing a role in 
this milestone PDH project – working hand in hand with the world-class Williams Energy Canada team. 
We appreciate Williams’ recognition of ConstructSim’s superior capabilities and thank them for this 
opportunity to help advance infrastructure in support of accelerated economic growth in Alberta and 
beyond.” 
Williams Energy Canada will design, build, and operate the PDH project in Alberta’s Strathcona 
County. The project will add value to western Canada’s mid-stream industry by converting affordable 
propane into 500,000 metric tons of polymer grade propylene, a valuable petrochemical feedstock used 
in plastics manufacturing. The PDH project represents economic diversification and innovation for 
Alberta, and will be integrated with the existing and proposed neighboring Industrial Heartland refining 
industries. The planned start-up date of the PDH facility is the end of 2019. 
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Product News 
Infor Optiva Available as Cloud-Based Deployment for Infor Food & Beverage 
13 January 2016 

Infor announced Infor Optiva version 11.2 offering a more streamlined, cloud-based approach to product 
lifecycle management (PLM). The newest version provides an attractive and easier-to-use PLM solution 
for process manufacturing organizations, featuring a flexible and transparent user interface and an 
enhanced user experience. The focus of Infor Optiva 12.0 will remain consistent with complex and 
frequently used functions and workflows, while also integrating the Infor 10x user experience. 
Infor Optiva is designed to help provide PLM leadership with stronger formula management, more 
advanced project management and an easier-to-use Workflow Wizard that can help simplify business 
processes and data gathering. Infor Optiva 12.0 is integrated with Infor Ming.le™, a comprehensive social 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150833&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150836&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fproduct_summary%2fplm%2foptiva%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150839&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fsolutions%2ftechnology%2fsocial-business%2finfor-ming.le%2f
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platform, through Infor ION®, a purpose-built middleware to help provide collaboration with customers 
and suppliers throughout the PLM process. The combination of a stronger underlying platform and Infor 
10x technology is designed to create a more optimal solution for the process manufacturing industry. 
"Process manufacturers are always seeking a competitive edge that makes them more efficient and the 
product lifecycle stage can assist in providing this advantage by helping products get to market faster 
and more cost-efficiently. Infor Optiva 12.0 is designed to help streamline processes through better 
collaboration, access and management tools," said Chris Krechting, vice president, Product Lifecycle 
Management, Infor. "Infor is committed to investing in cutting-edge technologies to continue to enhance 
the PLM product suite and to strive to offer the best tools to process manufacturers." 
Infor Optiva 12.0 is available as single-tenant hosted offering or as cloud-based deployment through 
the Infor Food & Beverage Suite, using Infor M3, an enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution. The solution 
includes an improved web client to help enhance search performance and is built on HTML 5 web 
architecture. The Wizard feature has been implemented to allow users to launch and complete workflow 
tasks, create formulas, items, projects and product specifications and help simplify the essential data 
gathering processes. Infor Optiva 12.0 also features a customizable homepage that has been redesigned 
to improve usability for mobile applications and accommodate the Wizard feature. 
Infor Optiva 12.0 offers over 60 major enhancements that build upon Infor product development 
strategies. Enhanced Advanced Project Management capabilities including a Gantt Chart feature, 
regulatory features including ingredient statement bolding for allergens, usability features, enhanced 
grids, and new formulation features including the quick calc capability to help with rapid formulation. 
These new features along with more advanced project management functionality allow Infor to offer this 
comprehensive PLM solution for process manufacturing industries. 
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Lectra launches DesignConcept Furniture V3R1, its 2D/3D design, costing and virtual prototyping 
solution 
12 January 2016 
Lectra is pleased to announce the release of its latest version of DesignConcept Furniture, its 2D/3D 
collaborative design, costing and virtual prototyping solution for upholstered furniture. 
In a buoyant but ultra-competitive global marketplace, differentiation, time to market and cost 
management are key success factors for furniture manufacturers. 
As well as satisfying consumer demand for greater choice, customization and built-in technology, 
manufacturers have to find a way to stand out from the crowd in order to maintain and improve their 
competitiveness. Creativity is the answer. With this new version, all types of upholstery, including 
tufting and buttoning, such as used in chesterfield furniture, can be virtually prototyped, costed and 
prepared for production. From now on, the only limit is the designer's imagination. 
DesignConcept Furniture has been conceived to significantly shorten process times: up to 20% in 
preparing design reviews, 25% in physical prototyping and 25% in developing tufted and buttoned 
models. It is achievable by fostering a collaborative product development and pre-production process, so 
that teams are able to work simultaneously on cover, foam and frame. Using DesignConcept Furniture, 
designers and prototypists are able to simulate new models and explore multiple options, virtually, 
dividing by two the number of expensive, time-consuming physical prototypes necessary. In addition, 
time savings are exponential. Companies vary, but it can take anything from 3 days to 3 months to 
produce a physical prototype and up to eight physical prototypes before final validation. For a traditional 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150842&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fsolutions%2ftechnology%2fion%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150845&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcloud%2fcloudsuite-food-and-beverage%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G078417-001&id=8150848&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fproduct_summary%2ferp%2fm3%2f
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sofa, the normal 15 working day cycle to create a first physical prototype from scratch can be reduced 
by 4 days. 
This new version also encourages the use of standardization, letting users share an upholstered 
component in 3D, such as a cushion or foot, and save it in a library for re-use in other models. Any style 
or dimension modifications made to the 3D model are automatically transferred to 2D manufacturing 
data and taken into account at the design review stage, with information shared through 3D pdf files for 
better communication. Technical documentation such as bills of materials, CNC "computer numerical 
control" cutting data for wood and foam parts and detailed assembly instructions are also generated. Not 
only does this eliminate the risk of error, it also contributes to reducing costs throughout the entire 
manufacturing process. 
The benefits of this new version of DesignConcept Furniture have been evaluated by the Sylvain Joly 
Design agency and by prototyping specialists Daveluy Créations (France), who designed and built a sofa 
exclusively for Lectra as part of its recent global Furniture event. "With DesignConcept, all the 
visualization and fine-tuning is done on the 3D virtual model, either in face-to-face meetings or 
remotely. This means that the physical prototype assembly itself is quick and easy, like Lego. The risk 
of error is minimized and the result is good, first time. The solution allowed us to develop a 95% 
production-ready first and only prototype," explained Pascal Daveluy. 
"Lectra is committed to supporting the upholstered furniture market in its drive towards operational 
excellence throughout the entire manufacturing process, from design to production. This new version of 
DesignConcept Furniture makes it easier than ever for them to get it right first time," declared Céline 
Choussy Bedouet, Chief Marketing Officer, Lectra. 
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Selerant Reinvents the Crystal Ball 
15 January 2016 

Selerant (selerant.com) announced today that it has launched Product Portfolio Management (PPM) as a 
Business Intelligence (B/I) Analytics tool. Key analytics will enable process manufacturers to forecast 
product trends and access critical data for future project status. The PPM module will be fully integrated 
in DevEX Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software. 
This tool provides analytics, reporting, and dashboard data to answer critical questions: 

• How can I track key metrics for an entire product lifecycle—from idea to launch? 

• Which projects should we initiate? 

• Which projects should we continue? 

• Which projects should we terminate? 

• Do the product portfolios meet our financial objectives? 

• Are we in compliance with all the regions where we manufacture/distribute/sell? 

• Do we have adequate resources for this project? 

• What are the costs of the resources needed? 
"The biggest issue facing many industry leaders is creating a comprehensive and accurate picture of 

http://www.selerant.com/
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where they've been, where they're at right now, and where they're headed," explains Paul Cegles, 
Selerant Director of Product Portfolio Management. "In the past, they had to manually enter data into 
multiple spreadsheets with no true methods to provide up-to-date, exact data. Even then, the results had 
to constantly be reinterpreted to be understandable and make critical decisions." 
Selerant's Product Portfolio Management (PPM) integrates the data found in DevEX as well as legacy 
systems, such as ERP and Supply Chain. PPM provides clear, actionable results in configurable widgets 
in the DevEX home page. Authorized team members can instantly see snapshots of all decision-critical 
data in user-friendly formats like charts, go/no go (green check/red x), and alerts. 
"Most importantly, PPM tracks all key metrics for every stage of every product—from idea through 
actual launch.  Tracking not only allows you to compare, but easily access the data your need.  Instead 
of spending hours, days, or weeks crunching numbers, you can access your past results, current status, or 
projected trends for any product line—in an instant," says Cegles. "While we may not have an actual 
crystal ball, PPM delivers actionable results that can provide distinct direction for product management." 
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SmartCAM v2016 Released 
13 January 2016 

SmartCAMcnc has announced the release of SmartCAM® v2016. SmartCAM v2016 delivers a 
substantially updated Knowledge-Base Machining (KBM) Library, as well as improvements to the user 
interface and to the core milling functionality. 
The SmartCAM Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software family consists of applications for 
Computer-Numerical Control (CNC) milling, turning, fabrication and wire EDM. 
SmartCAM v2016 builds on the KBM Library functionality introduced in SmartCAM v2015. The 
improved KBM library supports the storing and re-use of tooling and operation settings, greatly 
increasing the efficiency with which new programs can be created using proven and repeatable 
processes. This ensures consistent and accurate CNC methodologies are used throughout the 
manufacturing facility. 
The associativity feature of the KBM Library allows jobs that use library definitions to be quickly 
updated to the most current definitions. 
"SmartCAM has always allowed users to manage their tool and operation parameters in a variety of 
ways to fit their needs. With the improvements to the v2016 KBM Library, that flexibility is still 
retained, but with the additional benefit of having all their manufacturing data stored and managed in a 
single repository." said Doug Oliver, Senior Product Manager at SmartCAMcnc. 
"Additionally, the SmartCAM KBM Library can be easily populated from existing jobs with just a few 
keystrokes." Douglas went on to say. "Data stored in the library can be given a group name and 
associated to materials and machines allowing the data to be quickly filtered and recalled for reuse." 
Several improvements to the SmartCAM v2016 user interface have been included to make SmartCAM 
even easier and more intuitive to learn and use. The SmartCAM List View, a key component of the 
interface, now displays model data in a "tree structure" that is expandable and collapsible. CAD and 
CAM model elements can now be shown using this hierarchical list, which is convenient for viewing as 
much or as little detail of the model as needed. 
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A number of improvements have been made to the SmartCAM mill roughing processes. The Group 
Pocket process now supports separate pocket and island groups, including support for multi-level nested 
pockets and islands. Also added to Group Pocket, the Part Offset and Morph-path type options can be 
used to produce smoothed, continuously-tangent toolpaths that are suitable for high speed milling 
(HSM) techniques. 
All SmartCAM v2016 products benefit from an updated ACIS® modeling kernel, and many 
customer-requested core improvements have been added. 
"SmartCAM v2016 has made important advances in several key areas that will help users be more 
productive. The enhanced KBM library and its integration into the product greatly improves the ease 
with which proven tooling and operation settings can be reused and managed. Additionally, the new 
hierarchical list view provides a much richer view of the model, allowing users to instantly understand 
the organization and structure of the model." said Oliver. 
 Customers who have purchased any of these optional modules have been notified to the availability to 
download the new updates. Customers wishing for a free, no-obligation trial are encouraged to contact 
the company by phone or through the website, www.SmartCAMcnc.com.  
 The SmartCAM family of computer-aided manufacturing software provides toolpath modeling and 
CNC programming for prismatic production work to complex molds, dies, and prototypes to an 
established customer base of over 12,000 companies in 67 countries. SmartCAMcnc provides affordable 
maintenance contracts, updates, upgrades and technical support for all SmartCAM users, regardless of 
version. All SmartCAM products include updated data translators and market-leading NC editing 
software from Predator Software, Inc (www.predator-software.com). 
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